This paper is devoted to a Fokker-Planck equation arising in population dynamics. For general non negative initial data uo E we prove the existence of a weak non negative aud masspreserving solution belonging to L~(O, T; W'~<~2)) for ah 1~4 3.
Introduction
In [10] ,Jager aud Segel proposed an integro 7differential equation of Boltzmann type as a model describing the evolution of certain properties in populations of social organisms. In such a ¡nodel, encounters between individuals produce sorne change on a character of these mdividuals called dominance and represented by a variable x 6 (0, 1). The Boltzmann like collision operator describes this dynamic of interaction according to various physical rules. Ihe model of Jager and Segel is studied and extended to varinus realistic situations in biology by Bellomo et al. in [1] , [2] , [3] . Moreover, reproducing ideas wel¡ known in the context of gas dynamics (see [8] and the references therein), when assuming that encounters between organisrns only produce srnall changes in the state of the individuals, the following Fokker-Planck model is also derived in [10] 
{ D(u;t,x) = m(z,y)u(t,y)dy (1.3) = jd(z,tOu(t,Y)d9
where ni and d are regular functiens defined en (0,1) x (0,1). The unknown u(t, x) has the meaning of a density of individuala having, al the time t > 0, the character called "dominance" x 6 (0,1). The boundary condition (1.2) is related to the fact that one expects the follewing preservation of the total density u(t, x)dz = ¡ uo(x) dz. ( 
1.4)
The interested reader may flnd discussions en models describing ceil growth close to those studied here, in particular linearized version of (1.1-1.3) where the ceeflicients N and D do not depend on the unknown u, in [19] , [9] we alse mention the recent works [12] , [11] .
The difficulty of the problem is two-fold. First, non linearities are given by global terms, involving the values of the unknown in ah space, and not in a pointwise setting. Next, it is physically natural te censider non negative initial data u0 in L 1, without additional regularity. The approach we adopt is rather close to that introduced by Boccardo and Gallouet in [5] to deal with elliptic and parabolic equations with integrable initial data and source term. Consult also for recent developments on these questions [7] , [15] , [4] . Note that ene dimensional (linear) parabolic problems with a seurce term are easily solved by clasaical variational techniques, [7] ; however, these techniques break dewn, even in the simple monodimensienal case, when initial data ile in 0. Tbe queted papers deal with equations invelving classical Leray-Liens operators: possible nonlinearities concern the derivative of the unknown, and, moreever, these operators present monotenicity preperty with respect to the gradient variable essential te the proofs of existence (aud uniqueness in sorne apprepriate sense...) of solutions. In [13],existence and uniqueness of renermalized solution is preved for a linear parabolic equation containing a first order term with a given free-divergence ceefficient.
In this paper, we establish the existence of a non negative and "masapreserving" weak solution of (1. Rcmark 2. It is worth pointing out the gain in regularity of the obtained solution, while the data enly lic in 0. This fact is not surprising in view of the parabolic nature of the equatien, but is still lacking in the theery of the more complicated Fekker-Planck equatiens of gas dynam¡cs.
Remark 3. We restrict ourselves te the case of the ene dimensional preblem with its physical interpretatien due te [10] ; note hewever that a part of eur results extends te greater dimensions where, fer instance, equatien (1.1-1.3) arises when we treat numerically the Fekker-Planck equation of gas dynarnics, restricting the velocities te beunded values.
This work is divided into three steps. In Sectien 2, we are concerned with preblem (1.1-1.3) assuming that the data are regular, say no 6 L 2(~?).
In Sectien 3, we discuss essential estimates, depending only en the 0 norm of the data, en the ebtained solutiens. Finally, in Sectien 4, we pass te the physically natural framework of integrable data, proving the existence of a weak selutien.
Problem with Ldata
This Sectien is devoted te (1.1-1.3) with regular data. First, we recail sorne well known facts about the linear preblem, with given ceefllcients M and D and u 0 E L 2(Q). Next, still for regular data, we use the Schauder fixed point theerem te selve the nonlinear problem. Fer such data, existence and uniqueness of a non negative selutien are preved.
Linear problern with L2 data
We are cencerned with equatien (1.1-1.2) where the coefficients M and D are given and assumed te satisfy
Te make our expositien self-contained and te flx sorne notation, we briefly proceed with the study of this classical preblem.
Let u be a solutien of (1.1-1.2) and let A > O te be cheesen later. We set v(t x) -cAtu(t,z). Then, for a regular test function~defined en
where IV stands for M + .9~D. We denote by -a(t, u,~) the right hand side of (2.2). Basic preperties of a(t,.r) are ebtained as censequences of (2.1). Indeed, en the ene hand, we have
and, en the ether hand
cl Thus, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields
where ji> O is te be determined. One deduces that
holds and, then, we cheose A satisfying
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In alí what follews, we denote by A a censtant, depending en 4, d aud CM,D, which satisfles this last inequality. FinaIIy, the bilinear ferm a(t,.,.) defined en 11
These properties allows us te apply general results in [14] (Theerem 4.1, p. 257), [17] and we obtain
Since we shall censider non negative and integrable data, the fellowing cerellary is useful. 
Fixed point step
This sectien is deveted te the nonlinear preblem (1.1-1.3), with coefficients M, D depending en the unknewn u as in (1.3). However, we still consider a non negative initial daturn u 0 belenging te 12 (9) . Let lis introduce the following cenvex beunded subset in L ¶O, T; 12 (9))
We denote by T(uo,.) the rnapping
where u is a solutien of (1.1-1.2) with ceefficients
We shall show that this mapping has a fixed point in C, assurning that the daturn u0 lies in 12.
Frem new en, the regular functiens m and d, invelved in (1.3), are required te satisfy (1.5). Therefore, for y given ira C, the coefflcients First, we show the uniqueness and next, we will tum te the existence part of Propesitien 2 by applying the Schauder fixed point theerem.
Uniqueraess. However, by the definition (1. lenuna that z(t) = 0, Le. u¡ = u2.
Ezisterace. We have seen that 'T(uo,C) C C and u(t,z) = c~tT(uo,g) for y E O 18 beunded in L 2(0, T; H'(Q)). In view of the equation satisfled by u, we also note that Otu is beunded in L2(O,T; (H'(Q))').
Hence, classical cempactness ¡emma [16] , [18] implies that u belongs te a cornpart set in L2(0, T; 12 (9)). Let g~be a sequence in O. Extracting a subsequence if
necessary, u,, = e~tT(uo, y,,) converges in 12(Q). It remains te prove that T(uo,.) is continuous in 12(Q). Let g~-* y in L2(Q), with g,, 6 0.

Then, it is clear that the ceeflicients IV,, = N(q,j, D,, = D(y,,) converge te N = N(g), D = D(y) respectively in 12(0, T; LOC>(Q)) since
Z'4, -IV ¡100(0) = C ¡¡ --~¡ ¡LOO (0)= C ¡¡9-Q~¡12(0> holds a.e. (0,T) with c depending en (1.5). We consider the associated sequence u,, = c~tT(uo,g,,) and u = cÁtT(uo,g). We follew the uniqueness proof te ebtain
H1(0)
Possibly at the cest of extracting a subsequence, we can assurne that a.e. (O, T), y,,(t,.) -* y(t,.) in 12 (9) . Then, applying Lebesgue's theorem, we can assert from (2.17), that u,, converges te u fer a.e. t in 12(9) and, thus, in 12(Q). Since u is the unique solutien of the linear preblem associated te y, the whele sequence u,, actually converges te u in L2(Q). We flna¡ly apply the Schauder fixed point theorem te deduce tite existence of a fixed peint u = T(ue, u) in 0.
u 3 Estimates
We establish in this Sectien a set of estimates only depending en the L' norm of the initial data u 0 en the selutiens obtained in Proposition 2.
We follew arguments in [5] te preve the fellewing claim. Befere we detail the proof, let us give the statement of the fellowing fundamental censequence of Lernrna 1. (12) ) <AS Remark 4. The case C 1 = O, with a space dimension greater than 1, appears in [5] . Taking into acceunt the additional L 2 terrn, it seerns that eur arguments break dewn when censidering greater dimensions since we are led te contradictery cenditions en q.
Proposition 3. Leí u E L 2(0,T; H'(9)) satisfy (3.1) arad assume thai
sup ¡¡ u(t,.) LIL'(fl)=K. Lcil < q <~and~-% < s. T/aera, itere tE(0,T) crisis a corasianí K which dcperads oit tc, (~0, C1 such thai
Proof of-Lemnia 1. Let us denote by XBn the characteristic functien of the set B» and by x 1~1>,, the characteristic funetion of the set {(t, z) E Q, such thai u(i,z) ¡> n}. As in [5] , we introduce the fellowing test
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We set
-u-ra-~ifu= -ra--1.
Let u E H'(fl). Since 4',, is Lipschitzian, 4',4v) E H'(Q)
and [18] , [6] = { O otherwzsc.
Hence, we get
Then, assumptien (1.5) leads te
Remarking that the fourth term in the left hand side is non negative, we proceed as in Section 2 te ebtain by using 1-Iolder's inequality. Note that the serie which appears in the right hand side of (3.6) converges as soen as rLl > 1. In particular, holds. We rnay cheose IV large enough se that 1 -2 2 
6(N) > O which
gives the last beund of (3.2). Ihe ether bounds of Propesition 3 are deduced as consequences of (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13). Therefore, by applying cornpactness lemma in [16] , ene deduces that u, is cernpact in L~((0, T) x 9). Hence, possibly at the cest of extracting a subsequence, we can assurne that Proof. Prepesition 3 shews that, for alí e, ra,
We introduce the follewing truncation
and we define the prirnitive of Tk which vanishes en O as fellows
Let k e AV fixed. By (4.6), (Tk(u~) Thus, by using the centinuity of the functiens 7k and (4.4), we deduce that the follewing convergences
hold as e gees te O. Note in particular that Tk(v) belengs te
L2(O,T; H'(9)).
Let Xv, <* stand fer the characteristic functien ef the set
By plugging 4' = T& (u,) follews that 6 L 2(0,T;H' (9) ) as test function in (2.7), it
Integration of (4A1) en (0,1) yields 
By Preposition 3, u~is beunded in L~(0,T;W"P(9).
Hence, Holder's inequality yields
We turn te the proef of Corellary 2. Since u~(t) is beunded in 0(9) unifermly in 1, c, we observe by Lemma 2, that u~(t) lies in a weakly cernpact set K of L' (9) for alí 1, e. Then, the diagonal process allews us te assume that u,Q) -' u(¡) un L 1 (9) for alí rational time 1. Wc shall show that this cenvergence actually holds fer alí time 1 6 (0, T). Indeed, assume that fer a non ratienal 1, u,(i) does not weakly converge in L' (9) . Then, fer sorne regular test functien 4', we can extract twe subsequences from U4t) with different lirnits, while 
